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GENERALITIES
Question: Can a player have more than 2 cards in its Stock?
Answer: No, it is impossible.
Question: It’s too hard to cast a Ritual! How is it possible?
Answer: Don’t worry! The Hunters must simply coordinate. The threat of a Ritual can lead the
Vampire to be unmasked, as the Dawn card shortens a round table. « Well well... a participant of
the round table has not given a Component for the Action pile... the vampire is among them! »
Question: May Renfield randomly appoint the Vampire during the Distribution?
Answer: No, he has to choose him personally.

CONDITIONS FOR VICTORY
Question: If the Vampire’s Character card has been disclosed, may I kill him anyway?
Answer: Yes. The Vampire may also surrender, especially if he has not set many Bites.
Question: Do the Bites put in the Action pile by Hunters count in the victory conditions?
Answer: Yes are included in the 5 bites necessary for the Evil team to win.

PHASE 1: Going around the table
Question: May Renfield draw the Clock cards instead of the other players?
Answer: Yes, it makes no difference and it may be handy.
Question: Can the Stock of a player change during a round table?
Answer: No, the Stock of a player is the same at the beginning and at the end of a round table
(2 cards, 1 card or no card).
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Question: Has the last player of a round table to draw a card of the Clock?
Answer: Yes.
Question: May a player draw a card in another player’s Stock to put it in the Action pile?
Answer: No, players must choose by themselves the cards they give to Renfield for the Action pile.

PHASE 2: Effect of the action pile
Question: Why does a bitten player must not show the card he discards?
Answer: Otherwise the Vampire he would be too easily revealed when bitten.
Question: Where goes the Clock’s card discarded by a Time Distorsion?
Answer: In the discard pile, so it can come back later in the game. There is only one discard pile
in Nosferatu.

PHASE 4: End of a hand
Question: Why does Renfield must not disclose the way the cards of the Action pile were distributed, as he places them under the discard pile?
Answer: So the Vampire can always say he has played a Component without being confounded
by the distribution of the Action pile.
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